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The expansion of the scale of the Power Internet of Things stimulated by the development of the Energy Internet makes the
growth in demand for the effective authentication and access control technologies in the cross-domain data exchange. Based
on the cross-chain technology of the blockchain and the cuckoo filter, this paper proposes a cross-domain authentication
scheme for Power Internet of Things. Firstly, a cross-chain authentication architecture is established. Combined with the
existing authentication technologies used in intra-domain authentication, a cross-domain authentication process based on the
cross-chain technology is proposed to realize the automatic transmission of the authentication credentials from application
domain to authentication domain. The cuckoo filter is deployed on the blockchain as smart contracts, and the user certificate
fingerprint is inserted into the filter to realize user registration, query, and revocation, which reduces the cost of the user
certificate management. Experimental results show the effectiveness and feasibility of our scheme. Based on the proposed
authentication scheme, a cross-domain access control scheme based on roles and object classes is presented, by treating the
object classes as controlled objects and then applying the role-based access control to the object classes, on the condition that
the heterogeneous domains in the Energy Internet have the same kinds of resources.

1. Introduction

In the scenario of Energy Internet and Power Internet of
Things, there are a large number of terminal nodes deployed
in a wide range, and the physical environments of some of
the nodes are uncontrollable. This makes them vulnerable
to many threats such as physical hijacking, node replication,
signal interception, theft and replay, man in the middle
attack, and so on. Therefore, the terminal authentication
has a greater and greater impact on the security of the power
system. The traditional Power Internet of Things access
security mainly depends on the centralized key management
mechanism, which has the disadvantages of low authentica-
tion efficiency and the risk of single point failure [1]. As
many comprehensive services require cross-domain data
sharing, centralized authentication and authorization can
no longer meet the trust requirements for multiparty cross-
domain business systems such as Power Internet of Things

source-network-load-storage interaction and accurate mate-
rial supply. The scenario is shown in Figure 1. Therefore, it is
necessary to propose cross-domain authentication and
authorizaiton schemes. In addition, in the design of cross-
domain schemes, the limited computing resources, storage,
and communication capabilities of Power Internet of Things
terminals need to be considered.

To support cross-domain authentication, many solu-
tions have been proposed. Generally speaking, these solu-
tions can be divided into four categories: public key
infrastructure (PKI) based solutions, identity-based encryp-
tion (IBE) based solutions, password-based solutions, and
blockchain based solutions. PKI based schemes are only suit-
able for the Internet scenario rather than the Internet of
Things scenario, as the result of the high cost of the certifi-
cate management. IBE schemes can eliminate the overhead
of the certificate transmission, authentication, and mainte-
nance [2] so that it is a potential solution for cross-domain
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authentication. Blockchain is composed of data blocks in the
form of ordered chain and can be treated as a distributed
ledger maintained by multiple parties [3]. It uses encryption,
Merkel tree, consensus mechanism, and other technologies
to realize the transparency, tamper-resilience, and traceabil-
ity of transaction data. Blockchain also provides a platform
to deploy the smart contract [4], which is defined as a com-
puter program that can automatically execute predefined
protocols. Applying blockchain to cross-domain authentica-
tion can promote the efficiency and security.

1.1. Related Work. Cross-domain authentication can be real-
ized based on public key infrastructure. For example, Vaidya
et al. proposed the multidomain mechanism of V2G infra-
structure [5], which supports point-to-point cross-domain
authentication by constructing a model based on hybrid
public key infrastructure and establishing the trust relation-
ship between nodes through intra-domain and inter-domain
digital identities. However, all PKI-based schemes require
certification authority (CA) to store, issue, and manage dig-
ital certificates for each user [6], which costs heavy over-
heads. Since the introduction of the identity-based
encryption, which does not need to manage digital certifi-
cates, researchers began to take advantage of it to design effi-
cient protocols. In 2010, Cao et al. [7] proposed an efficient
two-party authentication protocol reducing the number of
interactive rounds. However, the protocol needs a trusted
third party, and can not achieve cross-domain authentica-
tion between heterogeneous domains which have deployed
different authentication mechenisms. Benzarti and Triki
[8] designed an authentication framework based on identity
encryption and signature, in which group identifier, object
identifier, IP address, and a unique tamper-proof RFID tag
of a user are combined with a temporary identity to realize
authentication. However, the scheme cannot support cross-
domain authentication. Shen et al. [9] proposed a cross-
domain authentication scheme based on blockchain and
identity-based signature.

As an effective method of the trust transmission in
decentralized scenarios, blockchain technology has been
widely studied in the field of Internet of Things security

[10–19]. Ouaddah et al. [11] proposes a blockchain based
access control framework for the Internet of Things. In
terms of authentication, Fromknecht et al. [10] proposes a
blockchain based distributed public key infrastructure
(PKI) system, which records user certificates through the
public general ledger to solve the single point of failure prob-
lem of the traditional PKI systems. In the resource sharing
scenario, [12] proposed a cross-domain framework based
on consortium blockchain technology. Yao et al. [14] pro-
posed a blockchain assisted lightweight anonymous authen-
tication mechanism. Guo et al. [15] designed a method to
support authentication of different systems and domains.
These schemes use blockchain to replace TTP, store
tamper-proof authentication data, and support cross-
domain authentication. However, they are inefficient and
inflexible. Zhang et al. [16] proposes a thoroughly cross-
domain authentication scheme based on blockchain, but this
scheme does not consider the independent deployments of
the blockchains in different domains, i.e., cross chain.
Besides, it is inappropriate in this scheme that, when the user
is about to be removed from the domain, it requires the user
to actively ask for being revoked and needs some informa-
tion generated by the user under his private key. For the
blockchain-based authorization and access control, Gauhar
et al. [18] proposed a blockchain based IoT authorization
framework to realize authorization based on the authoriza-
tion policies stored on the blockchain. In 2021, Zhu et al.
[19] proposed an approach utilizing capability-based cross-
domain access control and risk-based access control mecha-
nisms in a domain while taking IoT nodes as data resources.
However, these solutions cannot effectively leverage the
access control mechanisms that are already adopted within
the domains.

1.2. Our Contribution. The current researches mainly focus
on using a single blockchain to improve the distribution
and reliability of the authentication services [20]. However,
the single blockchain structure is difficult to meet the
requirements of the Energy Internet in terms of operation
efficiency, maintenance cost, and privacy protection. To
solve the problems of “incompletely cross-domain” [16],

Domain A Domain B

Auth server Auth server

UAi UBj

Figure 1: Cross domain scenario.
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we propose a multi-blockchain-based cross-domain authen-
tication scheme supporting heterogeneous domains for the
Energy Internet. In our scheme, users coming from different
domains can be authenticated by the authentication server of
the domain he wants to access with the help of the chain-
codes which have been deployed in the blockchain plat-
forms. Each domain which may be an energy company can
deploy its own blockchain which stores some authentication
data of users in it to realize the isolation and data protection.
There is a blockchain deployed to coordinate and audit the
cross-domain authentication which is called supervision
chain. We design a revocation process which is more suit-
able for the practical use, i.e., the authentication server in
each domain can revoke users adaptively without users’
private information. To realize the user revocation, we first
initialize a cuckoo filter, and then user information is
mapped to the fingerprint and inserted into the cuckoo filter.
When the authentication server wants to revoke a user, it
only needs to compute the fingerprint information of the
user and delete the fingerprint from the cuckoo filter. To
support cross-domain authorization, we assume that the
heterogeneous domains have the same kinds of resources
and treat the object classes as controlled objects. By applying
the role-based access control to the object classes, we can
extend our blockchain-based cross-domain authentication
scheme and propose a cross-domain access control model
based on roles and object classes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we give the preliminaries of blockchain and cuckoo filter.
In Section 3, we present the multi-blockchain-based cross-
domain authentication scheme supporting heterogeneous
domains for the Energy Internet. We also analyze the secu-
rity and performance of the scheme in this section. In Sec-
tion 4, we show how to extend the proposed authentication
scheme to support the cross-domain authorization. Finally,
we draw a conclusion in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

We will provide in this section some preliminaries which are
necessary for the understanding of the subsequent schemes.

2.1. Blockchain. Blockchain is a chain structure that links
blocks in order [3]. A block is a collection of data in which
relevant information and records are stored. The block is
composed of a block header and a block body. The block
header stores the version number, the hash value of the pre-
vious block, Merkle root, timestamp, etc. The block body
contains the information of multiple transactions that have
occurred since the previous block. The blockchain realizes
the consistency of data through the consensus mechanism
of self-trust. It uses encryption, Merkel tree, consensus
mechanism, and other technologies to realize the transpar-
ency, tamper-resilience, and traceability of transaction data,
and can be treated as a distributed ledger maintained by
multiple parties. It can use the smart contract to automati-
cally process data and realize the efficient and secure data
exchange between entities without the need for a trusted

third party. Blockchain provides a solution for trust estab-
lishment between entities in the distributed environment.

Smart contract [4] is a sequence of computer program
with predefined protocols, which can be deployed on the
blockchain. Smart contract can automatically execute the
predefined protocols to complete information exchange
and asset management. Smart contract is called “chaincode”
in hyperledger fabric [21]. Chaincode runs in a secured con-
tainer isolated from the endorsing peer process. Users can
read and write a set of key-value pair status data on the
ledger.

2.2. Cuckoo Filter. Cuckoo filter is a data structure based on
cuckoo hashing algorithm [22]. The algorithm uses two hash
functions h1 and h2 to map the element to be inserted to the
corresponding position in one of the two maintained hash
tables each of which has m elements. Each element x will
either be inserted at position h1ðxÞ in the first hash table
or h2ðxÞ in the second one. When inserting an element x
into the i-th ði ∈ 1, 2Þ hash table, it first checks whether there
has been an element placed in the posision hiðxÞ. If there has
been no element in hiðxÞ, then x is placed in the posision
hiðxÞ of the i-th hash table. Otherwise, let y be the element
which has been placed in hiðxÞ of the i-th hash table, it
should try to insert y to the other hash table in the position
h3−iðyÞ after placing x in the posision hiðxÞ of the i-th hash
table. The inserting operation will not stop until no element
needs to be moved. For a new element, the algorithm can
place it to the hash tables by executing the above operation
starting from inserting it into the first hash table. Cuckoo
hashing improves the load factor and query performance
of the hash table. Note that the first hash table and the sec-
ond hash table can be combined to be one hash table [23].

The cuckoo filter [23] designed by Fan et al. expands the
cuckoo hash table to a multidimensional structure by adding
several slots at each bucket of the hash table. It can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of the element relocation opera-
tions. The cuckoo filter stores the binary fingerprint
information of the elements and defines h2ðxÞ = h1ðxÞ ⊕
fingerprintðxÞ to help distribute the items uniformly in the
hash table and complete an insertion only using information
in the hash table rather than retrieving the original item x.
The time complexities of the cuckoo filter for looking up
and deleting an element are Oð1Þ.

3. Multi-Blockchain-Based Cross-Domain
Authentication Scheme

3.1. System Model.We design a cross-domain authentication
system model utilizing the multichain structure as shown in
Figure 2, which consists of domains, authentication servers,
users, and multichain networks.

Domain: we define a domain as a group in which the
users trust each other, i.e., Domain A and B in Figure 2. Note
that different domains may adopt different cryptographic
settings

Authentication Server: the authentication server pro-
vides authentication for the users in the domain and can
handle authentication requests from within and across
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domains with the help of the blockchain. As shown in
Figure 2, the authentication servers in domain A and
domain B are represented by ASA and ASB, respectively

User: there are two roles of the users, i.e., data owner
who owns specific resources within a domain and data user
who wants to access resources within the same domain or
across domains. As shown in Figure 2, the users in domains
A and B are represented by UAi

and UBj

Multichain Networks: each domain deploy a blockchain
which stores information of the users used in authentication
in the domain. The supervision chain is used to implement
cross-domain authentication

3.2. Details of the Scheme. In this section, we describe the
details of our scheme in the scenario shown in Figure 2. Spe-
cifically, each domain should create its blockchain using
Hyperledger Fabric, in which the chaincode of the cuckoo
filter should be deployed. Also, the supervision chain should
be created which help the cross-domain authentication.
Then, each domain chooses a peer in its blockchain as the
link peer and join it to the channel of the supervision chain
as follows:

Actually, in fabric, joining the link peer to the channel of
the supervision chain is adding an orgnization to a channel.
Channel in fabric is only an abstract concept rather than a
real entity. Therefore, configuring the channel is basically

the management of Channel Configuration. After a block-
chain is successfully deployed, the genesis block files in the
folder “channel-artifacts” form the Channel Configuration.
However, these configuration files are binary files. So, we
need to turn them into readable configuration files by exe-
cuting the following operations in Figure 3. The resulting
configuration file is shown on the right of Figure 3.

Then, we can modify these configuration files as follows:

(i) Use the jq command to write the information of the
link pear into the above mentioned configuration
files

(ii) Use configtxlator proto_encode command packages
the original configuration files and the modified
configuration files, respectively, to obtain the binary
file supported by fabric

(iii) Use configtxlator compute_update command calcu-
lates the differences between the original configura-
tion files and the modified configuration files

(iv) Use configtxlator to update the calculated changes
to the original configuration files

(v) Each domain and the orgnization of the supervision
chain use peer channel signconfigtx to sign the new
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Figure 2: Blockchain based cross-domain authentication system model.
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configuration files, respectively. Also, they use peer
channel update to enable new configuration files

Now, the link peer is successfully joined into the channel
of the supervision chain.

Next, we describe how to deploy the key chaincode about
crossing chain in different chains. In fabric, a peer can query
and change the world status of other chaincodes in the same
channel, while a peer can query the world status of other
chaincodes in the different channel rather than changing
them. As described above, link peer in each domain’s block-
chain is joined into the channel of the supervision chain.
Therefore, each domain can let the supervision chain obtain
the authentication data stored in its blockchain. That is to
say, link peer should deploy the chaincode about crossing
chain as well as the supervision chain. The multichain struc-
ture can be seen in Figure 2.

Algorithm 1 shows the key chaincode about crossing
chain. Algorithms 2–5 show the chaincodes about creating
the cuckoo filter, insert algorithm, lookup algorithm, and
delete algorithm of the cuckoo filter.

At last, we describe the details of our authentication
scheme including registration, intra-domain authentication,
cross-domain authentication, and revocation.

Registration. For a user UAi
, firstly, registration is done

according to the authentication mechanism of the domain
which the user belongs to. Then the authentication informa-
tion in the domain such as user identification UAi

, public key
certificate CertUAi

, timestamp, authority identification ASA,

etc. are stored in the blockchain created by the domain.
The chaincode of the insert algorithm of the cuckoo filter is
called to add the user’s identity and authentication informa-
tion to the filter. At last, the link peer of the blockchain calls
the chaincode SendCrossMessage deployed in the supervision
chain to generate a new transaction record on the supervision
chain for storing the authentication information.

Intra-domain authentication. Upon receiving the
authentication request from user UAi

, the authentication
server ASA first calls the lookup algorithm of the cuckoo
filter to check whether the certificate CertUAi

exists in the

filter, i.e., UAi
is not revoked. Then, ASA authenticates UAi

according to the authentication mechanism of Domain A.

Cross-domain authentication. If a user UAi
in Domain A

wants to be authenticated by the authentication server ASB
in Domain B, they execute an interactive protocol as follows:

(1) UAi
sends the authentication request to ASB along

with its identity and certificate CertUAi

(2) ASB checks whether the user UAi
has been revoked

by calling the chaincode of the lookup algorithm of
the cuckoo filter. If the check passes, go to the next
step. Otherwise, the authentication stops

(3) UAi
passes the authentication by ASA and the

authentication information of UAi
is written to the

blockchain

(4) ASB sends the information request to the supervision
chain by calling the chaincode GetCrossMessage
described in Algorithm 1 to get the authentication
information of UAi

(5) ASB sends a random challenge cha to user UAi

(6) UAi
uses the private key to sign the challenge and

sends the signature SigðchaÞ to ASB

(7) ASB verify the signature SigðchaÞ using the public
key of UAi

(8) The authentication is completed

Figure 4 Shows the workflow of the cross-domain
authentication.

Revocation. If the authentication server ASA needs to
revoke a user UAi

, it calls the delete algorithm of the cuckoo
filter to remove the fingerprint information of UAi

’s certifi-
cate, and finally the filter is updated in the blockchain. ASA
also needs to complete the revocation process according to
the authentication mechanism of Domain A.

3.3. Security and Performance Analysis

3.3.1. Security. Due to the unforgeability of the blockchain,
the user’s authentication information on blockchains is hard

Figure 3: Turn binary files into readable configuration files.
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to tamper and forge, which effectively ensures the integrity
of data and the validity of the user’s identity in the cross-
domain authentication. In the traditional cross-domain
authentication scheme based on PKI, Certificate Authority
(CA) is vulnerable to attacks. In our scheme, the user’s certif-
icate is stored on the blockchain and cannot be tampered so
that it is more resistant to denial of service attacks and other
attacks affecting system availability. For the privacy of the
user’s authentication information stored in the blockchain,
we utilize Hyperledger Fabric multiple channels mechanism
to separate the information between different channels. Only
nodes in the same channel can share the data [24].

3.3.2. Performance. We mainly analyze the time overheads
costed when checking whether the user is revoked while
obtaining the user’s authentication information in the
cross-domain authentication. Table 1 Summarizes the basic
information of our experiment.

The test blockchain network runs on two hosts belong-
ing to two different channels. Each host contains a total of
eight nodes, four MSPs, and three sorting services belonging
to four domains and being located in the same channel.

(i) Time overhead of checking whether the user is
revoked. This is the execution time of the chaincode
of the lookup algorithm of the cuckoo filter. We send
1000 transactions to the blockchain network and
observe the changes of average latency and through-
put (TPS) of the system under different transaction
sending rates as shown in Figure 5

(ii) Time overhead of obtaining the user’s authentication
information. This is the execution time of the chain-
code of GetCrossMessage described in Algorithm 1.
We send 5000 transactions to the blockchain net-
work and observe the changes of average latency

1: Procedure (s ∗SmartContract) GetCrossMessage(ctx contractapi.TransactionContextInterface, channel, chaincode, user1, user2
string) (string, error)
2: params := []string{"GetMessage", user1, user2}
3: invokeArgs: = make([][]byte, len(params))
4: For i, arg: = range params {invokeArgs[i] = []byte(arg)}
5: response := ctx.GetStub().InvokeChaincode(chaincode, invokeArgs, channel)
6: If response.Status! = shim.OK then
7: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
8: End if
9: users := user1 + ":" + user2
10: messages := Messages{Users: users, Message: string(response.Payload)}
11: msgJSON, err: = json.Marshal(messages)
12: If err! = nil then
13: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
14: End if
15: Err = ctx.GetStub().PutState(users, msgJSON)
16: If err! = nil then
17: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
18: End if
19: Return string(response.Payload), nil
20: End procedure

Algorithm 1: The key chaincode about crossing chain.

1: Procedure (s ∗SmartContract) InitCFilter(ctx contractapi.TransactionContextInterface) string
2: var cf CFilter
3: configure(&cf)
4: cf.Buckets = make([]bucket, cf.Size, cf.Size)
5: i := range cf.Buckets
6: cf.Buckets[i] = make([]fingerprint, cf.BSize, cf.BSize)
7: cfJSON, _: = json.Marshal(&cf)
8: err := ctx.GetStub().PutState("cuckfilter", cfJSON)
9: If err! = nil then
10: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
11: End if
12: Return string(cfJSON)
13: End procedure

Algorithm 2: The chaincode about creating the cuckoo filter.
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1: Procedure func (s ∗SmartContract) Insert(ctx contractapi.TransactionContextInterface, id string, item string) error
2: cfJSON, err: = ctx.GetStub().GetState(id)
3: If err! = nil then
4: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
5: End if
6: var cf CFilter
7: err = json.Unmarshal(cfJSON, &cf)
8: If err! = nil then
9: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
10: End if
11: f := fprint([]byte(item), cf.FpSize, Hashfn)
12: j: = hashfp([]byte(item))
13: k := (j XOR hashfp(f)) % cf.Size
14: If cf.Buckets[j].insert(f) || cf.Buckets[k].insert(f) then
15: cf.Count++
16: Else
17: i: = [2]uint{j, k}[rand.Intn(2)]
18:
19: For n := uint(0); n<cf.Kicks; n++ do
20: f = cf.Buckets[i].swap(f)
21: i = (i XOR hashfp(f)) % cf.Size
22:
23: If cf.Buckets[i].insert(f) then
24: cf.Count++
25: End if
26: End for
27: End if
28: cfJSON, err = json.Marshal(&cf)
29: If err! = nil then
30: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
31: End if
32: CF_: = CF{id: Id, cfilter: cfJSON}
33: err = ctx.GetStub().PutState(cf_.id, cf_.cfilter)
34: If err! = nil then
35: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
36: End if
37: Return nil
38: End procedure

Algorithm 3: The chaincode about the insert algorithm of the cuckoo filter.

1: Procedure func (s ∗SmartContract) Lookup(ctx contractapi.TransactionContextInterface, id string, item string) bool
2: cfJSON, err: = ctx.GetStub().GetState(id)
3: If err! = nil then
4: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
5: End if
6: var cf CFilter
7: err = json.Unmarshal(cfJSON, &cf)
8: If err! = nil then
9: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
10: End if
11: f := fprint([]byte(item), cf.FpSize, Hashfn)
12: j := hashfp([]byte(item)) % cf.Size
13: k := (j XOR hashfp(f)) % cf.Size
14: Return cf.Buckets[j].lookup(f) || cf.Buckets[k].lookup(f)
15: End procedure

Algorithm 4: The chaincode about the lookup algorithm of the cuckoo filter.
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1: Procedure func (s ∗SmartContract) Delete(ctx contractapi.TransactionContextInterface, id string, item string) error
2: cfJSON, err: = ctx.GetStub().GetState(id)
3: If err! = nil then
4: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
5: End if
6: var cf CFilter
7: err = json.Unmarshal(cfJSON, &cf)
8: If err! = nil then
9: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
10: End if
11: f := fprint([]byte(item), cf.FpSize, Hashfn)
12: j := hashfp([]byte(item)) % cf.Size
13: k := (j XOR hashfp(f)) % cf.Size
14: If cf.Buckets[j].remove(f) || cf.Buckets[k].remove(f) then
15: cf.Count–
16: End if
17: cfJSON, err = json.Marshal(&cf)
18: If err! = nil then
19: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
20: End if
21: cf_ := CF{id: id, cfilter: cfJSON}
22: err = ctx.GetStub().PutState(cf_.id, cf_.cfilter)
23: If err! = nil then
24: Return shim.Error(err.Error())
25: End if
26: Return nil
27: End procedure

Algorithm 5: The chaincode about the delete algorithm of the cuckoo filter.

UserA ASA
Block

chainA

Block
chainB

ASB
Supervision

chain

Register
CertA A, 
timestamp

Request

Cuckoo filter lookup

Yes

GetCrossMessage

CertA
Cha

Sign (Cha)

Verification passed

Yes

Figure 4: Process of the cross-domain authentication.
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and throughput (TPS) of the system under different
transaction sending rates which is shown in Figure 6

4. Cross-Domain Authorization

4.1. The Mapping Based Solution. The key issue that should
be solved in cross-domain authorization is how to convert
an access control policy in the authorization domain to that
in the access domain. In the IoT and Energy Internet scenar-
ios, different domains may apply different access control
mechanisms such as role-based access control (RBAC) [25,
26], access control list (ACL), attribute-based access control
(ABAC) [27, 28], and capability-based access control (Cap-
BAC) [29]. Moreover, even if the same access control mech-
anism is used, the access control policy may be different. For
example, the roles of two domains applying the RBAC
mechanism may be different. To make the authorization by
the user’s own domain be accepted by other domains, it is
necessary to solve the problem of interoperability of access
control policies between heterogeneous domains.

A straightforward solution is the mapping-based
approach. In the initial phase, mappings are done between
different authorization bases (user groups in ACL, roles in
RBAC, attributes in ABAC) within domains and the map-
ping results are recorded in the blockchain. In the following,
we briefly describe the access control policy interoperability
method based on roles mapping between domains using
RBAC mechanism, while the mapping methods between
other authorization bases are similar which are omitted.

Role-based access control mechanism includes user set
USERS, role set ROLES, and permission set PERMS. The
authorization center assigns permissions to the roles, and
the users obtain the permissions owned by the roles which
he is assigned. Role is the core of RBAC mechanism, so the
access control policy interoperability between two domains
using RBAC mechanism can be achieved through role map-
ping. That is, mapping the role in the authorization domain
to that in the access domain. The mapping should be one-
way. For example, let the role sets in the authorization
Domain A and the access Domain B be ROLESA and
ROLESB, respectively. fRa1, Ra2,⋯g↦ fRb1, Rb2,⋯g,
where fRa1, Ra2,⋯g ⊆ ROLESA and fRb1, Rb2,⋯g ⊆ ROLE
SB means that fRa1, Ra2,⋯g is mapped to fRb1, Rb2,⋯g
and the mapping results is written to the blockchain. In
the process of cross-domain authorization, the user per-
forms identity authentication and obtains the corresponding
role according to the above cross-chain authentication pro-
cess. When a user in Domain A wants to access the resources
in the access Domain B, the user’s roles ∈ROLESA can be

converted into the roles ∈ROLESB according to the role
mapping, and finally the authorization center of the access
Domain B can assign permissions to the user according to
his corresponding roles ∈ROLESB.

Although the approach of mapping between different
authorization bases can achieve interoperability of access
control policies between heterogeneous domains, it requires
a lot of overheads of implementing the mapping by authori-
zation centers of the domains in the initial stage. Moreover,
the mapping between different authorization bases also
needs to consider the tradeoff of access control granularity
for all of the domains. To our knowledge, most of the IoT
domains currently use RBAC and ABAC mechanisms, so a
simpler approach [30] proposed to turn the access control
policies in ABAC mechanism into the access control rules
in RBAC mechanism can be used for access control policy
interoperability when we focus on these two kinds of access
control mechanisms. As a result, the access control policies
of the domains using ABAC mechanism can be converted
into the RBAC rules first, and then only the mapping from
roles to roles can be applied globally for RBAC rule’s inter-
operability among various domains. Thus, access control
policies interoperability among heterogeneous domains can
be achieved for cross-domain access control. However, in
general, the existing mapping methods have low practicality
in the real scenario with large scale and complex
relationships.

4.2. Role and Object Class Based Access Control. Inspired by
the capability-based access control (CapBAC) model [31],
we propose a cross-domain access control model based on
roles and object classes.

Currently, CapBAC model is used in many IoT domains.
CapBAC model is an implementation of the access control
matrix (ACM) model, while the access control list (ACL)
model is another implementation. In the ACL model, each
object is associated with an access control list, which records
the access permissions of the subjects to it. Conversely, in
the CapBAC model, each subject is associated with a list of
capabilities (permissions) that record the subject’s access
permissions to the objects. As shown in Figure 7(a), from
the row perspective, each subject is assigned the access rights
to the objects, and from a column perspective, it is an ACL
model, where O is the subject’s access permissions to the
object, such as readability and writability, and C is a set of
context-aware information, such as time and location.

We assume that the heterogeneous domains in the
Energy Internet have the same kinds of resources, such as
computing resources, printer, camera, devices in smart grid,
various types of energy data, and so on. By this assumption
and using the access control matrix, the objects in the
domains can be represented in the unified forms. Then,
regardless of the access control mechanism used by the
domains, we can use the same classes of the objects to link
their access control policies. Figure 7(b) shows that the
access control matrix in CapBAC model allows for object
classification and the assignment of roles to subjects. Also,
ACL, RBAC, and ABAC mechanisms can be transformed
to be role and object class based mechanisms. For example,

Table 1: Basic information.

CPU series Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700

RAM 16.0GB (15.8 GB is available)

Operating system Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS

Software version Hyperledger fabric 2.4

Environment
Go version: Go 1.16.7 linux/amd64

Docker version 20.10.8
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in the RBAC model, permissions (PRMS) represent the
operational permission for roles to access the resources,
which can be divided into operations and objects. The
objects can be categorized to some object classes and the
role-to-object access control rules can be transformed to be
role-to-object class rules. In the ABAC model, both subjects
and objects are represented by a set of attributes and the cor-
responding attribute values. Permissions consist of the
object descriptors and operations, and the authorizations
are defined between subject descriptors and object descrip-
tors, or consist of the attribute conditions on the subject or
object. As described above, ABAC policies can be turned to
the RBAC rules, and thus turned to the role-to-object class
rules.

Considering the characteristics of various kinds of access
control mechanisms, we propose to ensure the interoperabil-
ity of access control rules based on the object categories. In
the Energy Internet scenario, we unify the objects among
domains based on the resource types, treating the classes of
the resources as the objects to be controlled. Each class of
the resources is no longer specifically subdivided. For example,
all the cameras will be treated as the same class. As a result, if a
user with a role in Domain A can access the Camera class, he
can access the cameras in Domain B after the authentication
and authorization in DomainA. (Note that for some resources
with special access control requirements, access control can be
performed independently). In summary, we propose a cross-
domain authorization mechanism based on blockchain, roles
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and object categories. In the initial phase, the authorization
centers of each domain negotiate the object classes and the role
classes according to the access control methods in their respec-
tive domains. First, the objects are categorized to various clas-
ses which is a many-to-many mapping, i.e., an object can be
regarded as different classes. Then the object classes are autho-
rized to the negotiated roles, and the authorization rules are
written to the blockchain. As shown in Figure 8, this is essen-
tially an access control mechanism based on roles and con-
trolled object classes.

To make cross-domain authorization, the access control
policies of each heterogeneous domain can be converted into

RBAC access control rules using the mapping methods
described above. As shown in Figure 9, users can then be
granted permissions based on the role-object class based
authorization rules negotiated and written to the blockchain.

In the following, we describe the details of our cross-
domain authorization scheme including initial phase, regis-
tration, intra-domain authorization, and cross-domain
authorization.

Initial phase. As described above, the authorization cen-
ters of each domain negotiate the object classes, the role clas-
ses according to the access control methods in their
respective domains, and transform their own access control

Object Camera1 Camera2 Printer1 File1 File2 ……Subject
User1 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User2 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User3 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User4 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
…… …… …… …… …… …… ……

ACLACM

(a)

Object Camera1 Camera2 Printer1 File1 File2 ……Subject
User1 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User2 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User3 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
User4 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
…… …… …… …… …… …… ……

Object classACM

Role1

Role2

(b)

Figure 7: From CapBAC to role and object class.

Object class
Camera Tablet Printer FileClass1 FileClass2 ……

Role
Role1 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
Role2 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
Role3 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
Role4 O:C O:C O:C O:C O:C ……
…… …… …… …… …… …… ……

ACM

Figure 8: Example of role and object class based access control model.

Subject

Roles

ACL

Roles

RBAC

Policy

ABAC

Subject

CapBAC

PRMS

Operation Object
class

Figure 9: Role and object class based cross-domain authorization.
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policies to the role and object class based rules. The transfor-
mation information is written to the blockchain.

Registration. When a user registers in its own domain,
the role assignment procedure is added at the end of the reg-
istration phase of the authentication process described in the
Section III to complete the registration.

Intra-domain authorization. Upon receiving the authori-
zation request from user UAi

, the authentication server ASA
first calls the lookup algorithm of the cuckoo filter to check
whether the certificate CertUAi

exists in the filter, i.e., UAi
is

not revoked. Then, ASA authorizes UAi
according to the

access control mechanism of Domain A.
Cross-domain authorization. If a user UAi

in Domain A
wants to be authorized by the authorization server ASB in
Domain B, they execute an interactive protocol as follows:

(1) UAi
and ASB first complete the cross-domain

authentication process as described above

(2) ASB obtains the access control rules for UAi
by cov-

erting the role and object class based access control
rules in the cross-domain authorization token to that
of its own access control mechanism according to
the transformation in the initial phase

(3) The authorization is completed

5. Conclusion

In this paper, based on the cross-chain technology of the
blockchain and the cuckoo filter, we propose a multi-
blockchain-based cross-domain authentication scheme sup-
porting heterogeneous domains for the Energy Internet. In
our scheme, a cross-chain authentication architecture is
established and the users coming from different domains
can independently perform the authentication with the help
of the deployed chaincodes. The cuckoo filter is deployed on
the blockchain as chaincodes and used to effectively manage
the user certificate for the user registration, query, and revo-
cation. We analyze the security of our scheme and design
experiments to analyze the performance of our scheme such
as the costs of user revocation and cross-domain authentica-
tion. Experimental results show the effectiveness and feasi-
bility of our scheme. Basd on the authentication scheme,
we propose a cross-domain access control model based on
roles and object classes, by assuming that the heterogeneous
domains have the same kinds of resources, treating the object
classes as controlled objects and then applying the role-based
access control to the object classes. It should be pointed out
that we only implemented our scheme on the Hyperledger
Fabric platform, and we leave it a future work to implement
our scheme on other blockchain platforms. Besides, we will
try to construct cross-domain authentication and authoriza-
tion schemes based on the trusted execution environment.
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